
Highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) is real. And 
while there are currently no known cases in Georgia, it 
is critical that everyone working on poultry farms  should 
follow strict biosecurity measures to prevent HPAI from 
making its way onto Georgia farms. The economic impact  
across the state could be devastating.

ALL IN means ALL OF US practicing biosecurity measures 
ALL THE TIME.

Catching avian influenza on your farm means your chickens 
are ALL GONE. The flock will be depopulated, and your farm 
will be quarantined.

Help us help you by educating ALL of your farm workers 
and ensuring they follow simple, preventative biosecurity 
procedures ALL the time, every time. We are all in this 
together. Protect your farm. Protect your livelihood. 

Be on the lookout for biosecurity tips and other information 
about avian influenza in the coming weeks and months.  
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HOW SAFE IS YOUR HOUSEKEEPING? 

Draw your line of defense around each individual house.

Bio-security practices on poultry farms have evolved over time. While 
discouraging visitors to farms is still very important, it is now also critical  
to think of it in terms of drawing an impenetrable line of defense around 
each individual poultry house.  

This is a new day. The bio-security practices of the past are not sufficient to 
protect your farm from the disease threats of the future. One way to think 
about it is to assume that the virus is on your farm already, and treat any entry 
into a chicken house by you or one of your workers as potentially dangerous.  

Insist on ALL IN, ALL THE TIME for every single farm worker, visitor or 
family member.  

Each person must follow the strictest bio-security procedures when they 
enter the poultry house – for example, wearing protective foot coverings or 
using shoes dedicated for inside the poultry house only, making sure that 
any equipment used in the house is completely disinfected before it comes 
into the house, and preventing wild birds from getting into your poultry 
house.  These are just a few of the “must do” practices… we will be sharing 
details and tips about these individual practices in the weeks to come.  

It’s ALL IN. OR ALL GONE. Keep the bad stuff outside your chicken houses! 

Your farm IS your livelihood. Protect it.
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